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Momentum Telecom Partners with TSX to Expand National
Partner Network
Nationwide TSX Agents Gain Industry-Leading UCaaS Solutions with Momentum Telecom
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., March 06, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Momentum Telecom, a premier
provider of Unified Communications solutions for medium and large enterprises has partnered with
TSX to offer Momentum Telecom solutions to its large base of sub-agents. TSX is a growing
consortium of telecommunications master agents located across the country.
“Our goal has been to add top tier providers in the telecommunications space that will enable our
agents to offer comprehensive UCaaS solutions and Momentum fits that bill,” said Bill Patchett,
CEO, P2 telecom and Co-CEO, TSX. “We are excited for this partnership and look forward to the
experience, reliability and innovation that Momentum brings to the table.”
Momentum has distinguished itself as an industry-leading Unified Communications service provider
by providing on-site installation and training by experienced Momentum engineers, a rock solid
network infrastructure and seamless application integrations.
“Momentum is thrilled to be partnering with TSX and their growing network of master agents,” said
Chuck Piazza, EVP of Sales and Marketing at Momentum Telecom. “We can’t wait to make an
impact in the channel with TSX and take advantage of the huge growth potential the industry offers.”
For more information about Momentum Telecom or to discuss partnership opportunities email
sales@momentumtelecom.com or call 877-251-5554.
About Momentum
Momentum Telecom is a premier provider of Business Voice, BBX Broadband
Management and Unified Communications solutions. Momentum’s solutions offer smart,
customizable cloud-based applications including voice, video and collaboration tools that enhance
business productivity and efficiency for direct customers and more than 500 nationwide white label
and channel partners. Momentum Telecom is committed to delivering innovative products backed by
a geo-redundant network paired with industry-leading uptime and customer service. Headquartered
in Birmingham, AL, Momentum Telecom has regional offices actively serving customers across the
United States. To learn more visit momentumtelecom.com or connect with us on Facebook, Google
Plus, Twitter, LinkedIn or visit our blog. At Momentum Telecom, our mission is to enable others to
thrive by combining smarter technology with seasoned experts while delivering unmatched
customer experience.
About TSX
TSX is a consortium of master agents in the telecommunications and cloud space that offers its
master agent members an expanded portfolio of connectivity, cloud, hosting, cybersecurity and IoT
vendor solutions. TSX is open to progressive master agents who are committed to evolving their
company by exploring new opportunities, creative ways to approach the market, while educating
and developing sales partners. Visit TSX at www.tsxmembers.com
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